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         HIGHLIGHTS: 
          
         - Three elders from Goodfish Lake Reserve ranging from 62 to 90 
         years talk about their reserve.   
         - Problems of defining accurate boundaries, their rights to a 
         timber berth, and to hay meadows which they believe are part of 
         their reserve.  
          
              These interviews taken at Goodfish Lake relate to 
         questions dealing with a timber berth, re surveying a portion 
         of Goodfish Lake Reserve and also the loss of sections 5 and 6 
         on the southwest corner of the reserve.  (Resurvey of reserve 
         1916, timber berth, 1932) 
          
              The person I'm about to talk to is Marcus Sparklingeyes.  
         He is from Goodfish Lake. 
          
         Richard:  First of all, give me your age? 
          
         Marcus:  I'll be 67 years old in the fall. 
          
         Richard:  Where were you born? 
          
         Marcus:  I was born here at Goodfish Lake. 
          
         Richard:  Where were your parents from? 
          



         Marcus:  My grandfather came from Athabasca Landing.  He came 
         here when treaty was made.  He met my grandmother here and this 
         is where they were married. 
          
         Richard:  The questions I'm about to ask you were requested by 
         the chief and council.  There is talk that the people here have 
         lost two sections of land on the southern part of the reserve.  
         Can you give me the information you have, or how the two 
         sections were lost? 
          
         Marcus:  The land I'm talking about is referred to as sections 
         5 and 6 on the south portion of Goodfish Lake.  The elders, the 
         really old people in the reserve, were positive that the land 
         belonged to us.  They were certain it was ours from the time it 
         was surveyed.  We have seen these old people and they told us 
         about these matters.  Whenever there was a discussion and 
         questions were asked about getting it back, we were told that 
         it was flooded at one time.  That is why it was not included as 
         reserve land, this is what some people said.  There was one 
         certainty, a white farmer had an auction sale and the people 
         blamed him.  The farmer is now dead.  Amongst his belongings 
         was found the metal rod marker which was used to identify the 
         reserve property. 
          
         Richard:  What was this man's name? 
          
         Marcus:  His last name was Chaple but I don't know his first 
         name.  Maybe somebody else would know.  It is surprising that 
         the government would take it back on account of the water, when 
          
         long ago, about 30 years ago it was dry.  The white farmers 
         were allowed to claim the land.  It then was covered with water 
         again.  Now they are claiming it and are paying $8.00 a year 
         for taxes.  They are just holding it in case it goes dry again 
         someday.  Why is it that treaty Indians are looked upon 
         differently regarding that portion of land? 
          
         Richard:  That portion of land, was it reserve land belonging 
         to the Indians before? 
          
         Marcus:  Yes, it was our land according to the elders, and the 
         shore line extended over the land.  When it became dry, the 
         white people took it over.  They paid for the tax until it was 
         dry, they then took hay from it.  Now if they are asked about 
         them, they'll tell you.  They are only holding those quarters 
         for $8.00 per year just to hold them.  There is one quarter 
         which is totally dry, they fenced it off pretty good.  That is 
         in the area where Douglas Steinhauer lives (south end of 
         reserve).  They now use it for pasturing horses and cattle. 
          
         Richard:  Who is using it? 
          
         Marcus:  The white farmers.  That is the question that should 
         be asked.  Why was it belonging to us when it was not flooded, 
         now when the area is flooded, they are allowed to hold it for 
         $8.00 a quarter.  They pay for them so when the area is dry 
         they will not lose them.  That is what one man told us, his 



         name is Paul Wychuk.  We are paying $8.00 for the water. 
          
         Richard:  Is that the tax? 
          
         Marcus:  Yes, just to hold the title. 
          
         Richard:  After the original survey, was there another one 
         taken after that?  There was talk that the reserve was now 
         somewhat smaller.  Is that true? 
          
         Marcus:  Yes, it has been resurveyed about four times now.  
         Originally section 5 and 6 belonged to us, that was long ago, 
         those of us in this age group did not see it.  Later on when it 
         had already flooded and it was resurveyed they excluded the two 
         sections already.  They were claimed by the white people.  When 
         they surveyed about 30 years ago, again they did not include 
         sections 5 and 6.  That is where the metal rod was originally, 
         for identifying the reserve.  There was one old man who told 
         other people positively that the metal rod marker was always on 
         the property.  Somebody had removed it.  But of course the 
         Indian agents would deny it, I myself heard them denying it.  I 
         was already listening in council meetings then.  But it was the 
         older people doing all the talking. 
          
         Richard:  Who is this old man you are talking about? 
          
         Marcus:  His name was Thomas Sinclair.  He lived one mile away 
         from that mound. 
          
         Richard:  Was he a treaty Indian? 
          
         Marcus:  Yes, he was.  He was firmly positive that it was 
         reserve land and also had tried to convince other people of it. 
          
         Richard:  Who in your mind is responsible for this wrong doing? 
          
         Marcus:  It would be the government.  Because the area was 
         flooded, that is the reason they took it from us. 
          
         Richard:  Who was the chief during that period? 
          
         Marcus:  The chief during that time was James Seenum.  When the 
         first survey was taken and when the marker was taken, he was 
         also the chief at the time. 
          
         Richard:  The other thing I wanted to ask you about, was there 
         ever a land surrender take place on this reserve? 
          
         Marcus:  No, there was none here but it took place at Saddle 
         Lake.  There was never a land surrender here.  Our reserve is 
         small enough as it is without surrendering more of it.  It 
         would be more useful to have more reserve land. 
          
         Richard:  In your experience how did the Indian agent get along 
         with the Indians?  Were they dishonest or did they have good 
         influence on the Indians? 
          



         Marcus:  As far as I can recall the Indians were already 
         watching them carefully, they couldn't be dishonest.  The 
         agents before that, I couldn't say anything about them.  I 
         think some were really trying to help.  There was one agent who 
         was here, he told the people that they were to receive 
         additional reserve land north of the lake.  Some Indians were 
         working clearing a boundary line, Peter Shirt would know more 
         about it.  This man, Etienne Favel was there working too.  When 
         the clearing was completed, nobody ever mentioned it anymore.  
         I'm wondering if they gave it to us.  The reason why I think 
         this way is because there is an oil well in the vicinity.  Some 
         of the boys worked there and the boss told them to do a good 
         job cleaning up because it was their reserve.  Before that it 
         wasn't reserve land.  Now why did he say that to the boys?  
         Maybe it has been authorized and nobody ever mentioned it.  
         This is one thing you people should look into. 
          
         Richard:  Can you explain this boundary clearing you are 
         referring to?  
          
         Marcus:  It runs something like this (see map A) it runs west   
         mile and then north.  They also used the correction line, I'm 
         not sure how far they went but they did pass through the area 
         where the oil well is located.  Our reserve boundary joins the 
         creek and it is also part of the boundary.  But the area the 
         men were told to clean properly was outside the reserve 
         boundary.  One of our councillors today was one of the working 
         men during that time.  The boss was going to lend him a map on 
         which the reserve was outlined. 
          
         Richard:  What oil company was it? 
          
         Marcus:  I don't know what oil company was there.  But it may 
         help to know that Morris Jackson, one of our councillors, got 
         along real well with the foreman of the crew.  If it is true 
         that it was on the map how could they deny it? 
          
         Richard:  How long ago was the clearing of the cut line you are 
         talking about? 
          
         Marcus:  It must be between 45 and 50 years ago. 
          
         Richard:  Are you saying that it should be looked into? 
          
         Marcus:  Yes, somebody should check it out.  If we could get 
         four sections adjacent to the timber berth, we would own almost 
         half of the lake. 
          
         Richard:  What do you know about this lake?  Do you own it?  
         You can explain that to me.  How is it recognized when a 
         reserve runs along the lake? 
          
         Marcus:  The source of information which made me believe it was 
         ours came from a meeting I attended in Red Deer.  I was 
         appointed to go there by the Chief Allan Houle.  He told me to 
         be very observant and make the proper decisions.  When the 
         discussion on fishing came about, Indian Affairs were also 



         present.  I wasn't alone, there were two people from Saddle 
         Lake who were also in attendance.  I told them that there were 
         two lakes surrounding our reserve, Goodfish Lake and Whitefish 
         Lake.  He promptly answered me, he told me that it was the only 
         reserve in Alberta in that situation.  Where the boundary meets 
         the lake, that water belongs to the Indians.  I asked him if we 
         could fish there if we had domestic license.  He told me that 
         as far as he was concerned, we could go and fish.  We could 
         obtain fish on our side of the lake.  He reminded me of another 
          
         thing, so I asked him if we could sell the fish we took from 
         the lake.  He said yes.  The only thing is, if you were caught 
         selling them on a provincial road you can be charged.  But if 
         you are selling on the reserve they cannot do anything to you.  
         The other thing is that we at Goodfish and Saddle Lake are 
         combined together.  Long ago, maybe about 20 years ago, we 
         applied for the permit system.  So we could handle our own 
         affairs, when we wanted to sell anything belonging to us, we 
         wouldn't have to tell the Indian agent.  Whenever we knew how 
         to handle a business matter, we wouldn't have to go and obtain 
         a permit.  During that time there were not too many automobiles 
         around.  When a business matter came up and a person would 
         spend two or three days travelling to obtain a permit, by that 
         time a white man could deal somewhere else.  The Indian Affairs 
         are aware of the fact that after turning down the permit 
         system, we were capable of handling our own afairs with no 
         difficulty.  Especially now many of our people are raising 
         cattle and may have large herds.  They are not selling them for 
         no reason at all. 
          
         Richard:  The other time I wanted to discuss is the timber 
         berth, you can tell me what it's all about, and what transaction 
         took place. 
          
         Marcus:  We were made to understand that we had been given a 
         timber berth and many of our members were positive that it was 
         to belong to us.  Our chief was in Ottawa and was told that 
         this timber berth would belong to the Indians.  He wasn't 
         alone.  He went with another man from Hobbema, the late Joe 
         Samson. 
          
         Richard:  When did this take place? 
          
         Marcus:  That is what I can't remember.  I was still a child at 
         the time.  Joe Samson accepted his right away and selected his 
         timber berth at Pigeon Lake.  Our chief came back here and 
         informed the people that we had been given a timber berth.  And 
         it still remains there.  I saw it myself, I remember that time.  
         That must be about 45 years ago.  It was 4 sections that they 
         were each allotted, the chiefs.  Two sections were taken and 
         set aside for the people who were originally from this reserve, 
         but had moved to Saddle Lake.  They had approached our band to 
         see if they could receive two sections.  They were told that 
         they could have them and they wanted to make their selection at 
         Wolfe Lake, but they never did it. 
          
         Richard:  Would that be lost in that case? 



          
         Marcus:  No, because after the timber had been removed then it 
         would become reserve land. 
          
         Richard:  Who was the agent at the time? 
          
         Marcus:  It wasn't the agent who we talked about earlier.  It 
         was the farm instructor.  He is the one who told us.  Maybe 
         this man should talk more on it (Etienne Favel).  He was the 
         one requesting a permit to cut timber and was told by the farm 
         instructor that he didn't require a permit.  If the timber was 
         all taken off, they could go there and live. 
          
         Etienne Favel:  Yes, that is what he said. 
          
         Marcus:  We weren't the only ones there.  There was a Metis 
         there with us.  His name is Pete Hope.  He too listened to the 
         farm instructor, as to what he said.  We took out much timber 
         from the area and suddenly we were informed that we had no more 
         right to the place.  But nobody took action on it even though 
         everybody knew the chief had been given the timber berth.  What 
         we would want is that we be given four sections somewhere 
         because the chief was given the timber berths. 
          
         Richard:  What area or what legal description are you referring 
         to?  One is section No. 1 at the north west end of Whitefish 
         Lake, Section No. 1 is here and Section No. 36 is here (See map 
         A).  The problem is here locally with the Indian agents.  When 
         the Kikino colony was established, they were not able to 
         include these two sections.  That is the way it is today.  I 
         think that these sections were in fact reserve property.  
         Because they were not included in the Metis colony. 
          
         Etienne Favel:  That is what Commarie said. 
          
         Marcus:  Yes, we could use those two sections; it would be 
         enough to join our reserve.  It would almost join the cutline I 
         referred to earlier, then all that north shore would be 
         enclosed within the reserve boundaries.  And if we joined with 
         the colony we would take in all of the lake, so we could 
         prevent commercial fishing. 
          
         Richard:  You are referring to both shorelines? 
          
         Marcus:  Yes, because the Metis people are allowed to fish with 
         a domestic license. 
          
         Etienne Favel:  It would be nice if we could get all the north 
         shoreline.  
          
         Marcus:  The Metis have rights to lake on the west side.  For 
         us treaty Indians we can only go as far as the provincial park 
         area.  There is not too much more that we can relate, but you 
          
         could speak to our elder Peter Shirt.  There is another item I 
         would like to talk about.  When we attended the meeting in Red 
         Deer as I mentioned earlier, they talked about land surrender.  



         And immediately it entered my mind that there had been some 
         reserve land surrendered. 
          
         Richard:  Which land surrender is that? 
          
         Marcus:  The Saddle Lake band.  I told them that our land was 
         sold and I have been thinking about it.  The reserve had been 
         set aside for future use.  Our forefathers had no right to sell 
         the land as it belonged to us as well.  One official said, 
         "I'll tell you something.  If you find something in the 
         surrender transactions that is not right, I can say that you 
         would be able to get the land back."  When the elders here 
         questioned, they say that it wasn't a fair deal.  There were no 
         posters, during that time and the Indians lived the traditional 
         way of life (no contact with white people).  There should have 
         been some sort of poster to inform the people of the land 
         surrender. But there was none.  There is one more thing.  There 
         were people who were not Indians who had much influence on the 
         land surrender.  There was one Catholic priest and one 
         Superintendent - I forget his name, but he was Metis, he spoke 
         some Cree.  He was the one responsible for encouraging the land 
         surrender. 
          
         Another thing, if forty people are in favour of a surrender and 
         five are against, then the people who are in favour of selling 
         are defeated.  They cannot sell, they have to call another 
         meeting.  Then if they defeat them then with a group of 45, it 
         would be okay.  I told the official that this procedure would 
         have to be reversed from the time the land was surrendered.  At 
         the time of the surrender, the people who were in favor of 
         selling were defeated twice, the third time they outvoted the 
         people who were against.  They were really encouraged by the 
         superintendent. 
          
         I also told him that during the time of the surrender, our 
         chief died.  His name was Edward Seenum.  Therefore, the chief 
         did not sign his name on the surrender document.  The Indian 
         Affairs then used the people who they felt were important to 
         sign the surrender document.  When I first saw the document, 
         the first name I observed was my brother's.  But he wasn't one 
         to be classed as important.  We never approached the agency for 
         assistance, and as a result he didn't owe any money to the 
         department.  He was independent, to work on his own.  He was 
         one whose signature was on the document.  The other person was 
         Etienne's uncle, his name was on the document too.  He was 
         Sylvester Cardinal, he too never required assistance.  And it 
         was like people such as these two whose names were on the list.  
         It was the people who were in favor of surrendering whose names 
         appeared.  It appeared to me that most of the names with X 
          
          
         marks beside them were put there by Robert Houle.  He was from 
         Saddle Lake.  I think it was his writing on the documents. 
          
         Richard:  Do you think that he was responsible for writing the 
         names on the documents? 
          



         Marcus:  He wrote the names and the people would then put down 
         the X marks. 
          
         Richard:  What was your brothers' name? 
          
         Marcus:  It wasn't my brother who wrote the names, it was 
         Robert Houle.  He was responsible for encouraging the people to 
         surrender.  He convinced the people who were in favour to sign. 
         That was because we had no chief.  That is the other thing I 
         wanted to mention.  The priest had a lot of influence on the 
         people too.  He told them they could buy calves and mares with 
         the money, so they could raise cattle and horses.  I have a 
         paper which has all the information I just gave to you.  The 
         superintendent's name, the Metis fellow, is also on there.  He 
         too encouraged the Indians a lot, for them to surrender.  The 
         transaction wasn't properly done when the surrender took place.  
         When we went to Edmonton to see a lawyer, he told us that if we 
         were going to try and get back this land, it would be wise to 
         get it in a different location.  We were short-changed, the 
         surrendered land was excellent farming land. And if we were to 
         get land, we would have to get more than what was surrendered, 
         to compensate for the loss.  We would never sell the land as 
         cattle-raising is now a big business.  What each person 
         received wasn't very much. 

rcus:  We also used to receive interest, but suddenly that 
d 

e information you have provided. 

                                               

   I will now talk to this other man and ask him some 

chard:  I will ask you your name and your age? 

ienne Favel:  Etienne Favel is my name and I'm 62 years old.  

chard:  Where were you born and raised? 

chard:  Can you give me any information related to the 
What 

ienne:  I believe in what Marcus was saying, that it was 

          
         Etienne Favel:  They received $100.00 apiece. 
          
         Ma
         too was cut off.  From that time only certain people benefitte
         from it.  Only the people who could out-talk the Indian agent.  
         They bought machinery and other things.  Also some of their 
         debts were written off.  I can say that some of us have not 
         been receiving our share. 
          

chard:  Thank you for th         Ri
          
           
          
           
         questions as well. 
          
         Ri
          
          
         Et
         Going on 63.  
          
         Ri
          

ienne:  I was born here.          Et
          
         Ri
         different transactions which took place on this reserve?  
         is your understanding on Sections 5 and 6 near Reed Lake, can 
         you now relate this information to me? 
          
         Et



         reserve land where Joe Cardinal is living.  It goes in a west 

ienne:  Right now it is, but the area is flooded and it is 

chard:  What is your feeling on this?  Was there someone 

ienne:  I think that is a possibility.  The fact that the 
d.  

ienne:  Yes, the iron rod was always there. 

cahrd:  How many years ago are you talking about? 

chard:  Yes, since the time you discovered the iron rod was 

ienne:  I'm not sure, it was a long time ago. 

rcus Sparklingeyes:  It was the time when I started to attend 

s 

ienne:  Yes, it was reserve land. 

 about the cutline? 

ienne:  I wasn't with the crew working on the cutline and 
 

t 

About the timber berth, what information do you have 

         direction.  What Marcus was saying is the iron for description 
         was lost, it is supposed to be our land.  It didn't run along 
         the shoreline of Reed Lake, it went straight west and north 
         along Doug Steinhauer's property.  You know where Doug has his 
         place now.   
          
         Richard:  Is that property owned by white farmers now? 
          
         Et
         still flooded.  The only place where it is not flooded is by 
         Douglas' property.  The other area (Section 5&6) is still 
         flooded.   
          
         Ri
         being dishonest about this business? 
          
         Et
         iron rod was lost is the reason why we lost that piece of lan
         Because there was one there years ago, that is how we knew 
         reserve property. 
          
         Richard:  Did the elders actually see the iron rod? 
          
         Et
          
         Ri
          

ienne:  You mean since the area became dry?          Et
          
         Ri
         lost?   
          
         Et
          
          
         Ma
         council meetings, but the young people had no say during the 
         meetings.  They had respect for the elders.  They were the one
         who were doing the talking, even the women never attended the 
         meetings.  There was the old man I mentioned to you, he was 
         positive it was reserve land.  And when you speak to Peter 
         Shirt, he'll tell you about it. 
          
         Et
          

chard:  What is your understanding         Ri
          
         Et
         Marcus never told me about it.  But I am aware that a cutline
         was being made.  The person to be approached would be Morris 
         Jackson, as he knew the man who was in charge.  If it exists i
         should be on the map.  Morris would likely be found at the band 
         office.   
          

chard:           Ri
         on it?  



          
         Etienne:  The Indians simply got their timber from there.  
         There were many of us taking timber from that area.  There was 

as 

uld 

chard:  It was the farm instructor who told you this? 

ook 

ace, my father was also in favour of selling.  The coins 

so 

rcus:  I was seventeen years old at the time.  Etienne is 
s 

ienne:  I was too young so I can't comment on it. 

chard:  What do you know about reserves which are adjacent to 

 

 

sh?  

 giving him 

t. 

         one time when Joe Jackson asked me to work for him, after 
         getting his timber for him, I started to get timber for myself.  
         I heard someone else working.  I discovered it was Marcus, then 
         we helped each other with our work.  That was the last time I 
         took timber from there.  It was then when I asked the farm 
         instructor for a permit.  He told me I didn't need one, it w
         our property.  We could even build a cabin there if we wanted 
         to.  "It is your land" is what he said.  He was there too  
         (Marcus).  My brother-in-law Pete Hope was there also, he wo
         say the same thing. 
          
         Ri
          
         Etienne:  Yes, it was the farm instructor.  His name was 
         Cammarie.  He was also in Hobbema at one time. 
          
         Marcus:  He lived in Ponoka after retirement.  He should be 
         still alive.   
          
         Richard:  How about the land surrender at Saddle Lake, did you 
         receive anything from it? 
          
         Etienne:  I'm not able to say anything on that, as I was very 
         young at the time.  While in my childhood like most other 
         children...I'll tell you about it.  When the sale of land t
          
         pl
         which were worth $1.00 were as big as quarters.  I think he 
         gave me five of them ($5.00).  I was so happy it seemed like 
         much money.  I was very small, but I vaguely remember.  That is 
         the reason why I can't say anything on it. 
          
         Ma
         five years younger than me, so he would have been twelve year
         old. 
          
         Et
          
         Ri
         lakes?  Many reserves are like that; some people have said that 
         they have no rights whatsoever in the lake.  How does that 
         affect the people here?  The only information I have is what
         this man (Marcus) told you.  He is the one who told me about 
         it.  He mentioned something about fishing, but there should be
         nothing wrong with taking all the fish we can, because it is 
         our right.  That also applies to commercial fishing.  What 

i         would then happen if a white man came here and we gave him f
         What would happen to him, would he be fined? 
          

rcus:  He shouldn't be fined because we are         Ma
         something which belongs to us. 
          

ienne:  That is what I though         Et
          



         Marcus:  Maybe it's because we do not have a permit system.  If 

ienne:  I don't do much fishing myself. 

rcus:  This incident I'm talking about happened less than 10 

chard:  So there is no real problem with wardens dealing with 

f 

 

me 

chard:  Thank you for giving me this information. 

                                                        

 
 be 

years old, born in 1886. 

chard:  I was born right here.  The land which is occupied by 

hat is your knowledge of your reserve here in dealing 

htfully belong to 

         a white man takes fish out, its okay, but it's different when 
         an Indian does that. 
          
         Richard:  How about the fish wardens, do they create any 
         problems for the Indians? 
          
         Marcus:  I can answer to that.... 
          
         Et
          
         Ma
         years ago.  The warden confiscated fishing nets from Whitefish 
         Lake.  I told the fellows what I knew about this situation.  I 
         told them the warden should not have taken away their nets, if 
         they were fishing on the reserve site.  They went back to the 
         warden and demanded their nets.  They did get them back. 
          
         Ri
         fish?   
          
          
         Marcus:  There was another case here at Goodfish Lake when 
         Billy Bull was fishing.  A warden approached him and asked i
         he had a commercial license.  He told him he didn't have a 
         license.  He told him that he was fishing on an Indian reserve. 
         They argued about it and the warden discovered that he could 
         not charge him.  The people now fish without licenses.  If we 
         are fishing on some other lake we have to register our domestic
         fishing license number.  But not here at Goodfish Lake.  I have 
         fished here a lot without a license, as long as it was within 
         the reserve site.  The warden also had words to say to some 
         fellows here, they were on the reserve road.  He was a new ga
         warden.  So Douglas Steinhauer told him he had no right to say 
         anything to the Indians. 
          
         Ri
          
           
          

chard:  This next person I'm about to interview is Peter         Ri
         Shirt.  He is a member of the Goodfish Lake Reserve.  I will
         asking him some questions which are related to the other 
         matters on the timber berth and his knowledge on the land 
         situation.  How old are you now? 
          

ter Shirt:  On May 18 I was 90          Pe
          
         Ri
         William Bull used to belong to my father.  William got it for 
         nothing.   
          

chard:  W         Ri
         with land?  Was there ever a surrender? 
          

ter:  There was reserve land here, rig         Pe
         Goodfish Lake and it was transferred to Saddle Lake.  



         Steinhauer, the first missionary who was here, was well 

other 

e 

ansaction, he just went there to receive treaty money.  There 

 

chard:  Are you now referring to the federal headquarters? 

ter Shirt:  Yes, but I don't now where they were located 

ef's 
 

of 

 

e 

 

ude 

is 

ly 

         educated as he was an ordained minister.  He was from the east, 
         somewhere in the vicinity of Norway House.  This Mr. Steinhauer 
         went to Ottawa because our chief had not been handling business 
         matters properly.  Steinhauer used to hold meetings regarding 
         reserve land.  The area mentioned was bordered by the 
         Saskatchewan River, Dogtail Creek, East St. Paul and an
         river east of Smoky Lake.  He told the chief that he should go 
         east to meet the commissioners that they would eventually 
         arrive here.  This was the rumor from other chiefs (from th
         east).  This is what Steinhauer told the chief, according to my 
         father.  This did not take place because the chief went there 
         (Pitt or Carlton) to take treaty while he was on a hunting 
         trip.  There was no formal business in reserve 
          
         tr
         was no consultation of the people.  When Steinhauer finally 
         went to find out about this whole thing, my father went with 
         him.  There was nothing on paper which was formal.  They were 
         shown a document with the X marks on it which were placed there 
         by Pakan.  They were also told the X mark was valid, it 
         couldn't be broken.  Besides the other person who was the
         commissioner was also no longer around. 
          
         Ri
          
         Pe
         then, so that was how it happened.  The government official 
         told Steinhauer and my father that he would allot them a 
         certain area of land.  He also mentioned that the chief 
         accepted treaty, many people gave up treaty after the chi
         first payment.  So they were told they could be entitled to the
         land which previously belonged to the people who gave up 
         treaty.  That is how they settled for the reserve in view 
         the fact that they might not have received any land.  So the 
         chief didn't do that business properly.  Sure he was the chief
         but nobody was aware of what he was doing.  Steinhauer replied 
         that this was the purpose of the trip, but they would accept 
         the land which was suggested to them.  Pakan was present at th
         time and became angry over all this.  That is how Saddle Lake 

          became a reserve and that is the one which was surrendered.  It
         would not have been surrendered but it was the people from 
         Saddle Lake who were inclined to do so.  From the sale they 
         claimed that they could purchase fine-looking horses.  It had
         been rumored that they wanted to surrender.  Finally a request 
         was put forth to them about the land they were considering at 
         Goodfish Lake.  But the people here would not give up the land 
         where the hay meadows were located.  During that period of 
         time, the hay meadows were here.  But the chief did not incl
         them into the reserve, they were outside of the reserve.  I 
         guess they will not use them as hay meadows all the time.  Th
         reserve (Goodfish) is very small, as you may have noticed.  So 
         the hay meadows are not very big.  Even right now the number of 
         cattle is increasing and haying will be a problem.  When it 
         came time to try and purchase the hay meadows, the people 

r         couldn't purchase them back.  There again, it was not prope
         handled.  Because no vote was taken on the issue. 



          
         Richard:  The way you are describing this large reserve 
         bordered by rivers, was that before your reserve was surveyed? 

chard:  The large area of land you mentioned, was that already 

ter:  No, Steinhauer inquired about it, but the surveyors 
ed 

 

se 

.  

. 

 

ter:  That land was used to a large extent by the Indians.  

now belong to white farmers. 

ter:  It was taken up by farmers.  That portion was inside 

chard:  Who was the chief when this was happening? 

ief.  Long 

  

          
         Peter:  It was already surveyed, because the people feel badly 
         about the whole thing. 
          
          
         Ri
         been allotted to you then?  
          
         Pe
         went ahead and surveyed our reserves.  Saddle Lake was survey
         then too, so if anybody wanted to put a crop of grain there, 
         they could.  It was mostly prairie then.  That is where it was
         located and it is part of that reserve they surrendered.  But 
         again, the whole business wasn't handled properly.  A priest 
         spoke to the people, he spoke Cree fluently.  He told the 
         people that they should consider the children and not be 
         selfish about surrendering the land.  They should consider 
         their families so they could provide for them properly.  The
         people who were encouraging the Indians were from St. Paul.  
         And I think that the Metis people were already told to leave 
         the surrendered area.  It was that land they had been allotted
         The whole matter was not properly done, it was done through 
         devious means.  Because the people from this reserve never 
         wanted a surrender, they are constantly feeling bad about it
          

chard:  How about those two sections on the south end of the         Ri
         reserve which you referred to as sections 5 and 6, what 
         happened to those two sections of land? 
          
         Pe
         Now that area is where the main road is.  Halfway up the hill 
         at one point it goes east from there.  It goes across the lake 
         (Rice Lake).  The corner portion of land is where sections 5 
         and 6 are located.  That was a very good hay meadow, but that 
         is a long time ago.  The Indians used it a lot, thinking it 
         belonged to them. 
          

chard:  Does it          Ri
          
         Pe
         the reserve.  There is another piece of land across from the 
         church.  Surveyors came along and now that portion of land is 
         outside the reserve.  We don't understand why this action took 
         place after the Indians were on that land for many years.  They 
         came much later to take the land, this reserve is very small.  
         And this other one I'm referring to was a large portion too. 
          
         Ri
          

ter:  Pakan.  Nobody knows who chose him to be a ch         Pe
         ago, it is said that a chief was selected by his display of 
         courage and bravery, I don't know if you even heard about it.
         I guess that is how he was chosen.  I don't know if he was ever 
         in battle.  There were two people who lived here on this 



          
         reserve who were known to be in battle.  The story has it that 
         these people killed some Blackfeet.  But not Pakan, not him, 
         what he did was not beneficial for the people. 
          
         Richard:  How did the Indian agents handle the business for 

ter:  As long as I can remember, the Indian agents were not 

chard:  Yes I did. 

ter:  In the morning I was taken to the meeting.  I'm the 
t 

reaty 

d given 

re 

chard:  And you are saying that the Indians were using 
? 

ter:  It was thought that it belonged to the Indians because 

 

chard:  What is your knowledge on the timber berth?  I 
 

ter:  When the missionary went to Ottawa, Pakan also went 
ot 

 

         Indians within the reserve? 
          
         Pe
         to be relied upon for them to do any good.  It seems like they 
         were doing the opposite, not being helpful to the Indians.  It 
         appeared as though they didn't want the Indians to get ahead 
         with anything that had something to do with the Queen.  
         Recently there was a meeting at Saddle Lake, it wasn't even one 
         month ago, a man who spoke said he was from Ottawa.  He told 
         the people that the Queen owned the reserves and not the 
         Indians.  Did you hear about it? 
          
         Ri
          
         Pe
         only elder around here.  The whole idea the people had or wha
         they understood wasn't supposed to be true.  The treaty was 
         taken all over the territory, the term treaty was not 
         understood, what would the people know about it.  The t
         was, as made, should not be valid.  The Indians did not 
         understand how the white man did business and other 
         transactions.  The land was taken from the Indians an
         back to them in small portions (reserves).  Now this official 
         from Ottawa maintains it did not belong to us.  That is not 
         right.  This land is rightfully ours.  It was given to the 
         Indians by the Great Spirit.  There was not one white man he
         at one time, only Indians.  Nobody at the meeting responded to 
         what I said and there were about 10 white people attending the 
         meeting. 
          
         Ri
         sections 5 and 6 as hay meadows long before they were lost
          
         Pe
         they had lived and worked it as hay meadows for a long period 
         of time.  And several band members had claimed certain areas as
         being their property. 
          
         Ri
         understand that the land would eventually become part of a
         reserve?   
          
         Pe
         along, as the story goes.  People say it was Ottawa but I'm n
         certain it was.  That was when they were given an area to take 
          

mber if there were none on the reserve.  It is said that          ti
         Hobbema had the same deal but they kept the land which was 
         originally a timber berth.  This was at Pigeon Lake.  In our
         case, as we harvest the timber, we are not given the land as 
         reserve.  Nobody has ever questioned it. 



          
         Richard:  Do you recall the name Commarie as an Indian agent?  
         He had something to do with it. 
          
         Peter:  There was a frenchman by that name.  He was a very poor 
         man.  He tried farming and every other thing but he never 
         accomplished anything.  Then one day we heard he was the farm 

e 

chard:  Are there any other issues here on the reserve which 

ter:  No, there is not too much.  Steinhauer teachings were 

 

r as the cutline goes it was a 

  This 

chard:  When a reserve is adjacent to a lake, how much or how 

ter:  If you look out the window you'll observe that across 

s is 

chard:  I have asked you most of the things I wanted, unless 

ter:  The agent was supposed to have helped us, he knew about 

chard:  Was that after they lost their own hay meadows, 

ter:  Yes, they were already lost and nothing was done about 

er 

         instructor.  At first people didn't think much of him.  What 
         could he teach to the people as he was, himself, a very poor 
         man?  But he was hired by the government, what could we do?  H
         did have an education. 
          
         Ri
         were improperly handled? 
          
         Pe
         pray to the Great Spirit and you'll never be in trouble.  He 
         placed us on this earth, that is what the people were relying 
         on.  Pakan, I mentioned, was very religious when he became very
         old.  It should be ignored that the white man has placed us in 
         a situation where we are struggling.  We were given this earth 
         from Manitou, the white man took it.  They are doing us harm, 
         they will not listen to us.  But someday he will be on our 
         side.   
          
         Richard:  Someone today mentioned a cutline within the reserve.  
         Do you know anything about it? 
          

ter:  Not too much, but as fa         Pe
         lease.  If there was a chance it could be turned into 
         agricultural area we would have first chance to buy it.
         is what I've heard. 
          
         Ri
         far does the Indian claim as his?  How much right does he have? 
          
         Pe
         this small lake there is a knoll; that area is out of the 
         reserve.  The boundary is just beyond that small lake.  Thi
         a very small reserve. 
          
         Ri
         you have other things to discuss. 
          
          
         Pe
         it.  Several families left here to go to Saddle Lake such as 
         Steinhauers, Jacksons and the Houles because they had no more 
         hay meadows to work here.  That is why they left for Saddle 
         Lake.   
          
         Ri
         sections 5 and 6?   
          
         Pe
         them.  The agent knew about them when the two sections were 
         taken.  A fence was built around the area although it had wat



         on it.  Even now it is covered with water.  There is one more 
         thing, the reserve at Saddle Lake had extended across the 
         Saskatchewan River.  The Indians were aware of it because it 

n 

young 

 

chard:  Thank you for giving me this information. 
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         was on the wall of the Indian agency.  The whole reserve was o
         paper on the wall and a small portion of it was across the 
         river.  Homesteaders were coming in, some Ukrainians.  
         Eventually it was lost, it was many years ago.  I was a 
         man at the time, because I've been around for a long time.  I 
         was elected to be a councillor.  I went to Saddle Lake to see 
         the people and my brothers; there were three of them at Saddle 
         Lake.  I also went across the river to see a Ukrainian farmer.  
         I told him he was living on the property we had lost.  He 
         agreed with me, this is what he had heard.  But he said he 
         bought the property.  "The original settlers didn't go through 
         the proper procedure in obtaining the land."  They realized it 
         was reserve land and should have approached the Indian Affairs. 
         Finally it was made available to them. 
          
         Ri
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